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Unit 1: Business idea 
Before thinking of an idea of business, we’ll have to know our environment, both              

globally and locally. This will help you to spot the needs to cover for your future                

business. 

General environment analysis 

The activity of the business is affected by decisions and facts that are produced in               

other areas like for example economic, social or even environmental. The changes            

that are produced in these areas are constant and even though the business can’t              

influence them directly, if it can do it indirectly.  

 

Let’s see each area or aspect of the general environment that we took into account: 

 

Economic 

It refers to the economic situation of the area where          

the company is developing their productive or       

commercial activity. For example, the income per       

capita, distribution of the rent, acquisitive capacity of        

the future costumers, etc. 

 

Our company will be located in Catalonia, Spain. This is ambiguous in the economic              

factor because even though Spain is not in its best moment to create a new               

business, Catalonia lives in a different economic situation. Nowadays Catalan          

business are strong and it’s relatively easy to make a business.  
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Social 

In Catalonia we have high levels of culture and education.          

This is good if we keep in mind that the social aspect of             

our company is promoting a cooperative in Bosnia. Also         

we have a young population. Our client segment        

represents close to the 62,7% of the population of         

Catalonia (between 0 to 49 years old). 

 

We could also add other factors to consider like: 

Political-legal 

Spain is nowadays in a big political instability and the taxes are in high levels. Even                

though, the economy of the country is “getting better” and specifically in Catalonia is              

better than in other regions. We could also set up our business in Sweden, but if you                 

are a little-medium sized business then is hard, because the big companies control             

the market. 
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Scientific technology 

The technological factors are the ones which are derived from scientific advantage.            

The degree of development of the technological area is right. The existence of             

technology parks and industrial polygons where it could be possible the development            

of production activities and investigations in a wealthy place. 

In this area Spain is beaten. At least Catalonia is one of the regions of the country                 

where the highest percentage of the GDP is destinated to R+D, besides, Catalonia is              

full of technological areas and  some of the best universities of Europe are here. 

Knowledge of the social company 

The creation of a company generates wealth to the society, creates new jobs or              

innovations, etc. However, the creation of a social company has an added “plus”,             

one incentive that is connected with the resolution of any social or environmental             

problem. In the last years, many courageous decided to start their projects and fill in               

the dream of improving the planet.  

 

How? Putting  ideas in function.  

 

The social company is a profitable company       

which produces an extraordinary contribution     

to society or to the environment. The same is a          

compliment to the traditional company not      

replacing it but coexisting.  

 

The social enterprising is focused on resolving a        

social problem through a business model. We       

have to reach the impact or the social        

transformation through an economic activity of      

production and product sales on sustainable      
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services. The transformation can happen from how we offer the service, how we             

manufacture the product or at who’s addressed to. 

 

It’s important to highlight that the social company can’t offer charity: they must get              

all the costs derivatives  of their operation back.  

 

Well then, what differences a social business to a traditional business consists in the              

priorities of your products. This kind of organisation, once you can guarantee their             

existence and their subsistence, they prioritize to maximize the social impact           

generated in front of the economic benefits created. The productive activity are,            

therefore the way to reach a socially stable impact. 

 

Definitely, we can define the characteristics of the social business from their field in              

the following actions. 

Social  

A. No discriminations and development of the equality of opportunities and of           

diversity. 

B. Promotion of the balance between the personal and work life. 

C. Communication and promotion of the participation 

D. Safe work environment for all of the staff. 

E. Collaboration with the community and social initiatives. 

Economic 

A. A good government and management with criteria of social responsibilities. 

B. Control of the chain of the service suppliers with         

economic, social, and sustainable criteria and      

closeness.  

C. Client management, quality and satisfaction. 

D. Economical management, transparent and not     

corrupted. 
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Environmental 

A. Sustainable environmental strategies and actions to fight climate change.  

B. Waste management R+R+R: reduce, recycle, reuse. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To promote the characteristics of social business in other types of companies, the             

UN did the sustainable development goals (SDG) which are formed by seventeen            

goals. This goals are allocated to transform the world by ending the poverty,             

protecting the planet and ensuring prosperity for all. The following goals are followed             

by the countries of the United Nations: 

 

1. No poverty: End poverty in all its forms everywhere. 

2. Zero hunger: End hunger, achieve food and improved nutrition and promote           

sustainable agriculture. 

3. Good health and well-being: Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for           

all at ages. 

4. Quality education: Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and         

promote lifelong learning opportunities for all. 

5. Gender equality: Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls. 
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6. Clean water and sanitation: Ensure availability and sustainable management         

of water and sanitation for all. 

7. Affordable and clean energy: Ensure access to affordable, reliable,         

sustainable and modern energy for all. 

8. Decent work and economic growth: Promote sustained, inclusive and         

sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent work          

for all. 

9. Industry, innovation and infrastructure: Build resilient infrastructure, promote        

inclusive and sustainable industrialization and foster innovation. 

10. Reduced inequalities: Reduce inequality within and among countries. 

11. Sustainable cities and communities: Make cities and human settlements         

inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable. 

12. Responsible consumption and production: Ensure sustainable consumption       

and production patterns. 

13. Climate action: Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impact. 

14. Life below water: Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine            

resources for sustainable development. 

15. Life on land: Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial           

ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, combat desertification, and halt and         

reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity loss. 
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16. Peace, justice and strong institutions: Promote peaceful and inclusive for          

sustainable development, provide access to justice for all and build effective,           

accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels. 

17. Partnership for the goals: Strengthen the means of implementation and          

revitalize the global partnership for sustainable development. 

 

These goals made by the UN are related to the MDG (Millennium Development             

Goals), made by the UN too. The important difference between the two plans is the               

number of goals. The MDG is formed by eight goals while the SDG by seventeen,               

but the first one collect some goals that are included in the SDG, except the numbers                

two (Achieve Universal Primary Education), four (Reduce Child Mortality) and five           

(Improve Maternal Health). So the SDG is more generally while the MDG is more              

specific. 

 

 

 

Also the EU have their own plan for changing the world in the next years. The EU                 

plan is more relative to the business and public administration, but the objective is              

the same than the previous. 

 

The SDG and the Europe 2020 targets are related in the following order: 

● Objective 1: Employment. This one is part of the goal number eight, which             

promotes the productive employment and decent work for all. 
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● Objective 2: R&D. We can relate the R&D with the goals four (quality             

education) and nine (industry, innovation and infrastructure). 

● Objective 3: Climate change and energy sustainability. These two in one           

objectives are very presents in the SDG and are related to the goals thirteen              

(climate change), six (clean water and sanitation), seven (affordable and          

clean energy), eleven (sustainable cities and communities), twelve        

(responsible consumption and production) and fourteen (life below water),         

fifteen (life on land). 

● Objective 4: Education. There is the same goal in the SDG, the goal number              

four, which consist in ensure a quality education and opportunities for all. 

● Objective 5: Fighting poverty and social exclusion. Definitely the SDG and           

the Europe 2020 targets are clearly related. In this case with the goals of the               

SDG number one (no poverty) and ten (reduced inequalities). Even so, this            

two targets are very into the SDG in others goals like the Quality education or               

Peace, justice and strong institutions. 

 

We also were watching a video with differents examples of social companies. That             

explained things like the circular economy, that is a organization system philosophy            

inspired in the living beings. It wants to change the linear economy, that is the               

dominant these days and is based on the “produce, use and throw out”, to a circular                

one, as it works in the nature. 

 

Therefore, it can be a part of this new model all the business that promotes the                

goods and services production in a sustainable way, reducing consumption, time,           

energy sources or wastes. The basic principle of this kind of business applies the              

rule of to reduce, repair and recycle in a continuous circle. 

 

There were six business in the video, which covers two activity sectors very             

distinguished, there are three that try to recycle mobiles, and the other three try to               

recycle clothes. 
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The first business of the video is FoneBank. This English business collects around             

70.000 mobiles that mostly provide the individual consumers, but also other           

business, administrations, police and NGO’s that establish agreements with them. 

 

This business collects mobiles, processes them and checks if the mobiles work            

correctly. In the event that the mobiles work, they eliminate the personal data and              

then resell in internationals markets, mostly Africa, South-East Asia, even United           

Kingdom and the rest of Europe. 

 

The second one is Cash Converters, this Australian chain recreates the old            

pawnshops and it is responsible to sell second-hand products. Before putting on sale             

the products, they check that they work, in the case of the mobiles, the business               

contacts the police to ensure that they are not stolen. So, every item that is bought                

or sold by the business, returns to the trade’s wheel, avoiding the cast aside of an                

item although it works. 

 

The last business that appears in the video and works in the recycling of mobiles is                

Umicore. This Belgian business manages the extraction of the 99% of precious            

metal in the mobile like gold, silver or platinum. With 50.000 mobile they can produce               

down to a kilo of gold, that is for every million of recycled mobiles Spain can get a                  

tonne and a half of copper which avoid the extraction from nature. 
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The next business is Mud Jeans. This business rents jeans and, at the end of the                

rent, the jeans are changed by new ones and they are completely recycled. This              

new jeans are made with ecologic cotton, farmed without pesticides and with the less              

water possible. After its use the jeans are recycled to produce cotton for new jeans.               

This business informs its consumers of the item’s origin. 

 

The fourth business we can see in the video is GreenLifeStyle. This business             

recycles clothes that are not used anymore to create new ones. The clothes follow a               

process where they are reconstructed, recolored or restructured and then we have            

new pieces. The raw material is from the clothes plant, that receive disuse garments              

from the citizens that cast aside these clothes in urban cans. 

 

And the last one in the video is Oxfam Intermón, an NGO that have fair trade shops,                 

where they sell second-hand clothes provided by the citizens and they use the             

benefits to help the poverty. Thanks to the citizens donations, this NGO has             

succeeded opening 300 fair trade shops around Spain, all in a trial period checking if               

the idea is viable. 
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Development of the business idea 

The whole business project is the materialisation of an idea, but not all ideas              

represent a business. The business idea can define how the solution satisfies the             

needs of other people. The next step to help generate good business ideas will be to                

study the challenges that come from the businesses to contribute to achieving every             

one of the sustainable development objectives.  

Canvas model 

A tool that makes it easier to summarize or outline the development of a business               

idea to later describe it in more detail in a business plan. 

Parts of the business model CANVAS 

1. Value proposal 

2. Client segment 

3. Distribution channel 

4. Client relationships 

5. Income 

6. Key resources 

7. Key partners 

8. Key activities 

9. Cost structure 

 

We enlighten a few important characteristics to define our CANVAS model first two             

parts. The item we have to think about in the first place is our value proposal.                

Before defining our value proposal it's necessary to identify these two previous            

aspects: 

 

A. The identified problem. We were talking about the country of origin of Dino’s              

family: Bosnia- Herzegovina. This country is recovering itself from the last wars, the             

Yugoslav Wars. This suppose that the country is in a very fragile situation and the               
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standard of living is really low. We thought Bosnia was a good place for investing in                

a cooperative because the government is increasing year by year the concession of             

public tenders. 

 

Some qualities of the water sector in Bosnia are the following. 

● Location. Bosnia has sea and mountain and that is very good point to have a               

pure and very good water. 

● There are a lot of waterfalls and springs. The water does not need any              

factory treatment, is a natural water directly collected of the natural spring. 

● This water is very good because the water come from aquifers and goes out              

when arrives at the natural spring which are at the end of the mountain. For               

that reason the water don’t have contaminants by the rain and human activity. 

 

The water of Bosnia has sodium      

and has a slow level for      

chlorine, too. For that reason is      

good and sustainable for the     

human organism, this water is     

good for sportives, old people and      

babies. The water comes from the      

biggest natural spring that exist     

in Bosnia and the reserves are      

infinites which starts to emanate at      

the top of the Maglic mountain,      

which is around 2.386m altitude. 

 

Another reason that we searched this water is because the concentration that we             

find in that way about [H30] and [OH] is the same and means that the pH of the water                   

is neutral and good for our skin and organism, and the people of Bosnia take a bath                 

in this natural springs because they have a soft skin. 
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B. Proposal and objectives: We want to create a social business and improve the              

cooperative sector in Bosnia- Herzegovina. Our mission is to become part of a             

blooming enterprise where we can work with the relief of knowing that the business              

has future in the market. We also have created the company because we think we               

can improve the situation in Bosnia in the next five years (in order to start in some                 

point). 
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EkoSoul CANVAS Model 
Our business plan (following the CANVAS model) is the following. 
 
Key  

partners 
 
WATERCOOP, 
SCoop. The  
business that  
accomplish with  
the assembly line,   
therefore, with the   
production of the   
bottled water. 
 
The previous, is a    
joint venture. This   
is all we need a     
priori. 
 
 

Key  
activities 

 
Some new  
marketing 
techniques. 
 
Interviews with new   
potential clients. 
 
Good selling of the    
business image. 
 
Commitment to  
accomplish with our   
obligations with the   
client. 

Value  
proposal 

 
Offer: 
 
A recyclable and   
eco-friendly bottled 
water. 
 
A quality water from   
regions that really   
need the presence   
of news business. 
 
Modern designs of   
the bottles. 
 
A bottle with the    
fairly quantity. 

Client 
relationships 

 
Establishment of  
strong relationships. 
 
Promotion of the   
loyalty to our brand    
(to keep and grow    
their consumption). 
 
Offer a quality   
product. 
 
Maintenance of the   
channels (offering  
raffles and  
competitions). 
 
 

Client 
segment 

 
Young consumers  
(between 0 and 29    
years old)  
principally. Because  
they use a lot of     
energy, and they   
need to refresh   
constantly. 
 
Also we want to buy     
to everybody,  
whichever it is the    
age. 
 
Wholesalers clients:  
supermarkets, 
cafeterias, public  
administration, 
competitions 
organizing 
committees... 

Key  
resources 

 
The assembly line,   
for the bottle   
making. 
 
Designing team  
(although the design   
will be always   
decided in  
assembly). 
 
Financial support. 
 
Quality control team   
(product and  
workers). 
 
Potential clients list. 

Channels 
 

High competitors in   
the sector in Spain    
(but we can learn    
from their). 
 
Proposition of offers   
to sports teams,   
competitions, cultural  
events… 
 
To relate us with the     
fitness. 
 
The image is   
important in our   
brand. We have to    
seem young and   
involved in the   
well-being. 

Cost structure 

A van, for the transport of the product. 

Bottling machine for the investment in WaterCoop. 

Eight salaries, for the workers. 

The marketing plan, will also cost. 

Income 

Direct sales of the products. 

A loan from the bank. 

Associate's investment. 
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Unit 2: Marketing plan 

Concept and marketing variables 

The Marketing Plan is a part of the business plan in which, in a structured way, the                 

business objectives to achieve are defined, as well as strategies and actions planned             

to achieve the business objectives within the deadlines given. 

 

A marketing plan is defined as that set of coordinated decisions that a company              

takes in order to satisfy its clients necessities while selling the maximum number of              

units so as to obtain the economic benefits expected and planned.  

 

It is important to highlight how the       

concept of marketing has evolved in      

the face of changes in our      

environment. It is important to     

distinguish between the following    

two marketing approaches: 

 

Regular marketing approach: The premise of this approach is to "produce and sell             

what the market demands to satisfy consumers more efficiently than the           

competition." It is a consumer oriented approach, where the objective is no longer to              

find the right consumer for the product, but the right product for the consumer. 

 

Social marketing approach: Marketing is understood from the perspective of          

balancing the benefits of the company with the satisfaction of the wishes of             

consumers and the public interest. The current approach is based on identifying the             

needs of the target public, delivering products more efficiently than competitors and            

preserving the long-term welfare of society. 
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We will start from our business idea raised through the CANVAS method, from which              

we can use the information to define more specifically the variables of our marketing              

plan. These decisions or variables are also called marketing-mix variables, and are            

the  following. 

The product or service that we will offer 
It is a simply a water bottle. We will cover the crave of drinking water and our                 

innovation is the design of the bottle. 

The retail price 

We calculate that the price of our product will be the followings: 

A. Still water: 0,5€ 

B. Sparkling water: 0,9€ 

 

Even so, the price of sale will be decided after analyzing the economic and financial               

plan of Unit 5. Even so, we decided to set a provisional retail price. 

The distribution 

We want to distribute the product with an electric van (not a truck, we do not need                 

that size). The problem of the electric van is the price: approximately 30.000€. But              

we will save money with the fuel. 
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This van will be useful to distribute the product by the coast of Catalonia, where we                

will start putting  the company’s headquarters. 

Promotion 

We will make an advertising promoting the bosnian water and make people aware of              

the social campaign we are doing. Of course in the video we will promote the quality                

of the water. We will also go council to council offering our service for any cultural                

event, supermarket to supermarket selling the good quality of the water and cafeteria             

to cafeteria trying to explain how important is to commercialize this product. 

Diagnosis of the situation: SWOT Analysis. 
The diagnosis of the situation is the second stage of the Marketing Plan. To make               

our diagnosis we will use a tool called: SWOT analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses,            

Opportunities and Threats). 

 

Our idea is a company that makes recyclable bottles that does not contain any toxic               

and does not harm the nature. The material we are going to use is called “pet”. 
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Situation analysis  

Our product must be made of organic materials to meet the requirements set for our               

company, "to be purely organic." Our competitors will be other companies which            

idea is based on a bottle. Companies with different bottle ideas attract a certain              

group of customers, but we want to appeal all possible customers with our bottle.              

Because we want to change the world with a greater number of people. Our              

company is something the world would benefit, but the question is whether people             

want to protect our environment. 

Strengths 

The strengths in our company are that every substance the bottles contain is healthy              

and harmless. It does not destroy our nature and no toxic substances will be              

released out in the air. The transport we are going to use is a van (in the case of the                    

distribution through Catalonia’s coast that is driven by electricity.  

Weaknesses 

● There are a lot of water companies. 

● This bottle is already done. 

● More expensive than the others but the money is for a good cause. 

● Transport. 
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Threats 

The production of the product can be a process worth comprehending. Everything            

depends on how we will produce our bottles. What type of machines, fuels, etc.              

Because we want to make everything “eko” and not negative for the nature. And it is                

easy to make it all wrong in the beginning of the production and not be aware of it. 

Opportunities 

The external opportunities of EkoSoul are the cheap price of the production, the             

opportunity to invest in Bosnia, a place with a bottled water sector in growth. For the                

sparkling water bottle we operate in a places where the attendance of tourism             

coming from countries where the sparkling water bottled is more consumed than the             

mineral water bottled. 

 

Analysis of the supply: Evaluation and analysis of the competition (main           

competitors, actions that the competition has made in the latest months, systems of             

commercialization that other companies use, etc). 

 

Analysis of the demand: We are faced with one of the most difficult analyzes to do.                

In order to obtain information on the number of consumers in a market, their              

preferences, etc. we could use already developed census statistics, surveys, etc. 

Corporate image and objectives of the company. 
The corporate image is an important element to consider from a marketing point of              

view. It is the perception that society will have of the company. The image of the                

company has to arouse interest among consumers, generate brand wealth and thus            

facilitate sales of the product and attract customers. 
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To design the corporate image we took into account the following elements: 

Name of the company 

The name of the company will make the first impression on our clients. Our name will                

be EkoSoul. This name is short, explicit and makes a good image. The name refers               

to the ecological part of the product (“Eko”, from the swedish) and to the other part                

we put in the company, the reason we are a social business and not a “normal” one,                 

the soul. 

Logo 

We were discussing how we want the design of the logo to be to make it attractive                 

to our potential customers. Identify the audience we want to target, analyze what our              

competition has done and re-think about the message we want to convey. With             

these factors we decided to take one of our bottles and make a blue tree grow from                 

the top of the same. This is our logo: 

 

 

Slogan 

The slogan is the message with which we intend to capture customers. In it we will                

emphasize the benefits of our product, differentiating ourselves from our competition           

and being original.  
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Our slogan is so explicit: Stay hydrated! We will not win the prize to the most                

original slogan but this is not the intention. With this slogan we are saying that they,                

the consumers, have to be hydrated for all the good benefits that the water provides.               

Also, we are encouraging them to be constantly (without excess) with a bottle of              

water (preferably with a Eko-Soul water bottle). 

 

 

 

From the SWOT analysis performed in the previous section it will be easier to define               

the objectives of our company for a certain period of time. These objectives are both               

quantitative (sales forecasting) and qualitative (improvements or social and/or         

environmental changes achieved from the marketing of our product. 

Analysis and forecast of the next three years sellings 

First of all we have to do a bit an analysis on the global market. Looking to the last                   

data we can be optimist because according to the European Federation of Bottled             

Water, the water is getting increasingly more present in our life than in the last ten                

years. Nowadays the water represents the 46% of the non alcoholic beverage, so we              

are starting with a great advantage faced with the business of soft drinks, juice and               

carbonated drinks. 

 

Of course, inside the packaged water, the natural mineral water is the most             

consumed with 83%, and here is where we are. About the 14% of the consumption is                

from the manatials, the spring water, but we think it is too expensive and, at the                

moment, unsustainable for our economy. 
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A last statistics are the percentage of sparkling        

water faced with still water. Here we have a         

dilemma because we want to start selling in        

Spain, and it is true that the percentage is         

importantly higher of still water (about the 60%)        

but we think it is important to discuss the         

possibility to start selling sparkling water here in        

Spain. 

 

Some reasons are that Spain is one of the most          

visited countries, with a high rate of tourism from         

Northern Europe. For example, in Sweden the       

sparkling water represents the 78,6% of the       

water consumption. Another example is Finland      

or Germany, where the sparkling water      

represents the 83,2% and 78,2% of the       

consumption respectively. 

 

And, if this was not enough, the entrances of         

tourism from countries (only EU members) where       

the consumption of sparkling water is higher than still water represents the 44% of              

the entrances! So, counting on the fact that there is only one competitive business in               

Spain, it is a good opportunity for our business: take advantage of the lack of               

competition in the sector and be one of the most important. 

 

In regard to the prediction of selling, we will focus in the public administration. We               

calculate that regarding only the cultural sector, there are 78 cultural entities only in              

Mataró. Supposing that in total each entity organises two cultural events (where the             

water is indispensable) and supposing again that they need for any event a minimum              

of 100 bottles, only in Mataró we can win 7.800,00€ per year. This is just an                

assumption, but we trust in ourselves and we know our bottles will like, and all the                
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people who participates in cultural events (that is a huge world) will start buying us               

because they will like our style! 

 

The only problem is that we are going to work with a cooperative form. This means                

that we can be competitive with the price because we can not compete with others               

because the prices are really cheap! At least in Spain, in a supermarket, the bottled               

waters prices are between the 0,18€ and the 0,47€ with an average of 0,31€ the               

0,5L bottle. The problem is that we have to be more expensive than the average.               

But, being sober and being sensible, we think we can work with a price of               

0,50€ per bottle.  

 

Returning to the statistics, we can still be optimist, because the bottled water sector              

is increasing year by year in Spain. This country is placed in the fourth position in                

bottled water consumption, only after Italy, Germany, Belgium and Portugal. The           

average per capita of liters of bottled water in Spain is of 121L, that is, 10L of bottled                  

water every month per capita approximately.  
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Also we have to talk about the sparkling water price! We were thinking that a good                

starting point is 0,9€ for the sparkling water bottle. So, analyzing the statistics of              

tourism, at least in Catalonia, we can climb to the first position in the sector in some                 

years. 

 

With the analysis of the statistics we decided to focus our distribution in             

Catalonia, at least the first years, because we think we must be intelligent and not               

raise our spirits too much. 

 

The prediction for the following three years is hard because we are not sure at all                

how people will receive our product. We know that the social agreement with the              

bosnian cooperative will make a good picture of our business. We are not sure, but               

maybe a good prediction for the next three years are 367.000€ from the             

sparkling water and 840.000€ from the still water. 
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Unit 3: Organizational chart 

The areas of the company. Functions and responsibilities 

Management function 

We are formed by a General Meeting of Stockholders made up by us (at the               

beginning), the six members of the group. But, the legal representative is Àlex             

Morales, with the post of President of the company. He is also de Business              

Manager, supervising the distribution and the finance of Eko-Soul.  

 

Even though there is a President, he is subordinated to the decisions of the General               

Meeting of Stockholders. That means any decision is democratically decided and           

that he, the President only has  a legal representative function. 

 

The General Meeting of Stockholders     

has the function to value and to       

decide the different decisions in issues      

of finances, administration,   

agreements, collaborations, human   

resources... 

Production function 

This function is divided between the R+D Department, formed by Oriol Padilla            

(Product R+D section) and Emine Neziraj (Social R+D section). Their job is to             

improve the product and identify the consumers necessities. 

 

We also have an Operations Manager, who have one of the most important jobs in               

the business: the distribution of the product. This post is employed by Maja             

Hjelmberg. Subordinated to her, we will have to employees that will be responsible of              

the deliveries, who will be also part of the General Meeting of Stockholders. 
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Comercial function 

The selling is controlled by the Operations Manager (Maja Hjelmberg). She controls            

the distribution of the product and is supported by the Financial Manager (Montse de              

Paco), who is  in charge of the company’s finances. 

 

In a different way we have the Director of Marketing, employed by Emine Neziraj,              

who is in charge of the image of the business and studies the latest techniques of                

selling. Also is the salesperson of the brand, who will go everywhere selling making              

more clients. 

Financial function 

The Financial Manager is Montse de Paco, and        

she controls all the finances of the business and         

works for the well-being of our accounts. Even        

though she is the manager of the finances, all         

the investments (in the case we would decide to         

invest) are decided democratically by the board       

of trustees. 

Administrative function 

The administration is divided into financial and bureaucratic managing. The financial           

paperwork is also managed by the Financial Manager Montse de Paco. 

 

The bureaucratic managing is managed by the Documentation Manager Àlex          

Morales, his job is to control all the permissions and agreements with other business              

and keep it up to date. 
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Human resources function 

There is not a Human Resources Director or Manager, but this function is executed              

by the Director of Communication and Transparency, Dino Dreca, and decided by            

the board of trustees. 

Agreements function 

We have created another section inside our business. This function is developed by             

the Intermediary: bosnian cooperative section Amar Rahmanovic, his job is to be            

intermediate between the bosnian cooperative and EkoSoul, to succeed in the joint            

venture we have with their. 

 

We think it is important to have an intermediary from WaterCoop because we want              

to keep a good relationship and agreement with our partners. The responsibilities of             

intermediation is subordinated to the Communication and Transparency Department. 
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The organizational chart of Eko-Soul 
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Types of labour contracts and wage costs 

When we found the company we will be six partners, who will contribute 12.000€ (we               

will talk about that more specifically in Unit 5) each one. These six partners will               

employ the different jobs the enterprise needs for work. But, we will also need              

another two partners because we are not enough for accomplishing with the            

deliveries.. 

 

Then, we need two more for doing the distribution of our product to the final client, I                 

mean, the supermarkets, the councils… For this job we will only hire young people              

(between the 18 and 25 years old) who suffers social exclusion. 

 

The worker needs to be able to: 

A. To drive and deliver the package to the clients. 

B. To have minimally the ESO or the PQPI. 

C. It is not necessary any experience on the sector. 

D. We need someone able to socialize with the partner, because they will be a              

lot of time together.  

E. Also good behaviour, because they are the last person the clients will see             

before receiving our products. 

F. Besides that anything else. 

 

They will be employed by an ongoing contract for full working day, collecting (in              

gross) 800,00€ approximately. 

 

At the end of the month, with 8 employers we will pay 800,00€ (approx.) for each                

one, counting to 6.400,00€ in salaries every month. 
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Unit 4: Legal form 
In order to legally constitute Eko-Soul company, we had discussed about some            

factors that condition our legal form. 

Factors 

Partners 

We are six partners, all of us in the same level of responsibilities, nobody is above                

the other. All of us invests money. No matter how much money we invest, nobody is                

above other in the company. That’s an important point when the time comes to              

decide the legal form of our company. 

Capital 

Our social capital ascend to 72.000€ approximately (12.000€ each one) so we are             

able to be a limited liability company as much as a variable capital one. 

Our legal form 

We were analysing the different legal status of the business in Spain and we think               

the best one for our company is the Laboral Variable Capital Company. Thing being              

as they are, this is our best option, because the minimum capital is really close to the                 

quantity we need for equipments and the rent of an office, also we fulfill the minimum                

requisites. 
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Constitution process of EkoSoul S.A.L 
Before starting we must accomplish with some licenses and some obligations, which            

are the following. 

 

1. Redaction of the Constitution and Statutes. 

2. Request in the business register a negative certification of name. 

3. Award of the public deeds and approbation of the statutes before a notary. 

4. Inscription on the business register. 

5. Census declaration and request of the VAT identification number. 

6. Statement of joining in the Economy Activities Tax. 

7. Request of the Activities and Installations License in the council. 

8. Join the Social Security. 

9. Registration of the workers in the Social Security. 

10. Contribution documentation to the Social Security. 

11. Book of enrolment of the employed staff. 

12. Visitor’s book of labor inspections. 

13. General bylaw of security and hygiene in job. 

14. Declaration of working center openings. 

15. Penalises book. 

16. Laboral schedule and calendar. 

17. Registration of social and accounting documentation. 

a. Social documentation: Minutes book 

b. Accounting documentation: Diary book, inventory book and annual        

bills. 
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Unit 5: Economic and financial plan 

Financial statements 

Our financial plan include three key financial statements: the income statement, the            

balance sheet and the cash flow statement. 

Balance sheet 

The balance sheet shows our assets and liabilities. It is called balance sheet             

because the assets must perfectly balance the liabilities. Within each category are            

numerous subcategories. 

 

The balance sheet is important because shows our financial position at a specific             

point in time, and compare what we own to what you owe. The balance sheet               

equation is the following: 

 

Assets = Liabilities + Associate’s equity 

Assets 

These are the things we practice owns that have monetary value. Our assets include              

concrete items such as cash, equipment owned (computers, the van, etc)... 

 

On a balance sheet, assets are listed in categories, based on how quickly they are               

expected to be turned into cash, sold or consumed. Current assets, such as cash,              

accounts receivable and short-term investment (which two last we didn’t count           

because it’s just the initial balance sheet), are listed first on the left-hand side and               

the totaled, followed by fixed assets, such as building and equipment. 

Liabilities 

Liabilities reflect all the money our practice owes to other. This includes amounts             

owed on loans (BiaBanca), account payable, wages, taxes and other debts. Similar            
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to assets, liabilities are categorized based on their due date, or the timeframe within              

which you expect to pay them. 

 

Current liabilities are generally die within a year of the balance sheet date and are               

listed at the top of the right-hand column and then totaled, followed by a list of                

long-term liabilities, those obligations that will not become due for a more than a              

year. 

Associate’s Equity 

Associate’s equity (sometimes called net assets or net worth) represents the assets            

that remain after deducting what we owe. In simplified terms, it is the money we               

would have left over if we sold our practice and all of its assets and paid off                 

everything we owe. 

 

Preparing the financial plan we will know how much money will we need. For asking               

the lenders or investor for money, first we should know how much we will ask for,                

why we need that amount of money and how it will be used, any reasonable lender                

will be very hesitant to give it to you. 

 

Lenders and investor will also expect that we have invested our own money in the               

firm. The amount of our own money the lender will expect us to have invested in the                 

business compared to the amount we want to finance varies, but usually ranges from              

20% - 50%. 
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Our balance sheet 

The following is our initial balance sheet. 

On 7th April 2016 has make up the EkoSoul S.A.L, which partners have contributed              

with the following items: 

● Money to get into the account: 60.000,00 € 

● For the bottling machine and the electric van we asked for a loan of 40.000€,               

that will be returned in the course of the following 5 years. 

 

 

 

Our initial balance is very austere because we don’t need any luxury and, if we want                

to balance our accounts, then we have to be realistic and, in this case, start from the                 

bottom. 
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First of all we have the assets. Here we can situate the price of the electric van and                  

little more. The electric van value is estimated in 30.000€. Also we have some              

computing programmes such as Fedora OS (the operative system of the computers)            

and Zoho CRM (a customer relationship management programme). It is interesting           

to use free programmes, at least Fedora OS, because we want to promote the use of                

free software. 

 

In the assets also we can situate the money we have and where we have it (if the                  

bank account or in cash). All the money of the business is from BiaBanca and the                

partner’s investment. 

 

The next point in our initial balance sheet is the Associate’s Equity. This is formed by                

the patrimony of the company. At the beginning, we only have the social capital              

compound by the money invested by the associates. 

 

And, in the end, we have the liabilities, compound by our debts (and there is not to                 

collect because is the initial balance sheet) coming to 70.000€ (30.000€ from the van              

and 40.000€ from BiaBanca). 

 

If we plus the assets and, concurrently, the liabilities and Associate’s capital, it is              

equal: 142.00€ of assets and 142.000€ of liabilities and Associate’s capital. That            

means that our company can start, we have the money to do it. 
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Income Statement (Profit and loss statement) 

An income statement, otherwise known as a profit and loss statement, is a summary              

of a company’s profit or loss during any given period of time (such as a month,                

three months, or one year). The income statement records all revenues for a             

business during the given period, as well as the operating expenses for the             

business. 

 

The income statement summarizes your company’s revenue and expenses: 

● Revenues: Are our company’s sales. 

● Expenses: Include items such as the cost of goods sold, payroll, taxes and             

interest. The bottom line of the income statement shows the company’s net            

income. 

 

The sales figure represents the amount of revenue generated by the business. The             

amount recorded here is the total sales, minus any product returns or sales             

discounts. 

Parts of the Income Statement 

Cost of Goods Sold 

This number represents the cost directly associated with making or acquiring our            

products. Costs include the product purchased from WaterCoop, as well as any            

internal expenses directly expended in the distribution process. 

Gross Profit 

Is calculated by subtracting the cost of goods sold from net sales. It does not include                

any operating expenses or income taxes. 
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Operating expenses 

These are the daily expenses incurred in the operation of our business. In this              

sample, they are divided into two categories: selling and marketing and general            

expenses. 

● Sales salaries: These are the salaries plus bonuses and commissions paid to            

our sales staff. 

● Office salaries: These are the salaries of full- and part-time office personnel. 

● Rent: This is the fee incurred to rent the office and warehouse local. 

Total expenses 

This is a tabulation of all expenses incurred in running our business, exclusive of              

taxes or interest expense on interest income, if any. 

Net Income Before Taxes 

This number represents the amount of income earned by a business prior to paying              

income taxes. This figure is arrived at by subtracting total operating expenses from             

gross profit. 

Taxes 

This is the amount of income taxes that you owe to the federal government and, if                

applicable, state and local government. 

Net Income 

This is the amount of money the business has earned after paying income taxes 
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EkoSoul Income Statement 

The following is our Income Statements for the next three years: 

 

This is the profit and loss statement from        

the first year of economic activity. First of        

all we can see the sales, that will go up          

until the 150.000 bottles (120.000 mineral      

water bottles and 30.000 sparkling water      

bottles). Our company does not make any       

other money, just the sales of our       

products. 

 

The expenses are divided between the      

cost of Goods Sold from WaterCoop      

bottles, workers salaries and the     

office/warehouse rent. 

 

We can see the cost of the importation will         

be 0,00€ approximately, but this is not an        

error, is justifiable, because the first year, before joining the economic activity we did              

an inversion in the creation of the bosnian cooperative WaterCoop, and we invested             

providing their a bottling machine, for the cost of 30.000€, and the agreement is that               

they will return us the investment providing us free production until reach the             

30.000€ of the investment. Without any interest. That is because we wanted to start              

a joint venture with a cooperative of the sector. 

 

From salaries, we can see is the most notable figure. Is the amount of money               

corresponding to eight full-time workers salaries, making each one 800€ by month            

approximately.  
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If we subtract the total expenses to the total gross profit we should have the Net                

Income Before Taxes. 

 

In this point we have the Corporation Tax. All the business, in the case they have                

benefits in the total expenses, have to pay the corporation tax, that consists in              

paying a certain percentage (between the 10% and 25% in Spain) to the public              

administration.  

 

 

 

Each legal status have its type of tax. In the case of the Laboral Variable Capital                

companies, the Corporation Tax is the 25%, but in the case of business of new               

creation (our case) is just the 15% (this is applicable to the first two years with                

benefits). 

 

Now, once subtracted the Corporation Tax, in theory this is all, but the S.A.L have a                

special characteristic, and it’s the special reserve. The company must put aside the             

10% of the Net Income. This special reserve is exclusive for paying debts that is not                

possible to pay with the money of the bank account or petty cash. 

 

Once diminished the taxes and the special reserve, we have the net income, the              

money the business made. 
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The following year the panorama we      

think will be different. In this case we        

supposed the sales will grow up (thanks       

to our commercial and our marketing      

plan) from 150.000 bottles to 165.000,      

that means 132.000 mineral water     

bottles and 33.000 sparkling water     

bottles. 

 

Although the sales should increase, the      

expenses will increase surely. That is      

because the year before we had the       

return of the investment.  

 

 

But this year we supposed that is       

normal to be in red numbers, but we        

think the company will be able to deal        

with this. 

 

It is important to highlight the fact that        

we didn’t include the Corporation Tax,      

or the Special reserve.  

 

That is because if you don’t have any        

benefit, you are not allowed to pay this        

tax, and, obviously, if you don’t have       

benefits, you can destinate part of the       

same to the Special reserve. 
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The third year our business will really work efficiently. We think our sales will go up                

until 180.000 bottles, meaning, 126.000 mineral water bottles and 54.000 sparkling           

water bottles. 

 

We think our relationship with WaterCoop will be successful, that is why we think to               

lower the price of the product from the bosnian cooperative will be possible. 

 

From now on, the business should success, this is just a prediction of what can               

happen, but we think it is very possible to achieve. 
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Unit 6: Advertising 
The following is a link to the advertising we were working on during the process of                

creation of EkoSoul. 

 

Please, enjoy it: 

https://www.powtoon.com/online-presentation/dfJfuhFnRvR/?mode=movie#/ 
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Unit 7: Conclusions 

Conclusion 

Our project is about reciclable bottles of water made with a bioderaglable material             

and the benefits are for an organization to protect the Earth. Our project is viable               

from an economic and logistical point because in unit 5 we have created a bussines               

plan.  

 

If the people are concerned about what they are buying is more efective for the               

environmental and for our future lives. 

In my opinion I won’t like to work in a similar company because is very difficult to                 

start a business project.  

 

We work together with google drive, is a very good cloud technology for work with               

people that are out of the country and for being connect. Google drive have a chat                

and you can talk with the other partners. I think that talk in English with another                

people about six months is effective for improve our vocabulary, but is difficult to              

understand economic terms in English if you never learnt economy before because            

there is a lot of technical words but we learn a lot.  

 

I think that the most important part of this project is that have a social part very                 

important, if all the companies cooperate with organizations for children and           

environmental ONG our world will be more conscense about the problems in other             

countries.  
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Montse de Paco  

I think that I work hard with this project, is very difficult to do an enterprising project if                  

you never heard about economic plans or canvas models but with initiative you can              

do what do you mean.  

 

The Swedish people don’t work hard in this project. When the Swedish people came              

to Barcelona we only worked one day and in Sweden we have work all the days and                 

the Swedish peple they went to their normal classes. 

 

In 0 to 10 I think that this project for Enterprising and fun have a 7 but when we were                    

in Sweden i put a 10 we worked a lot but we visit new places. 

 

Oriol Padilla 

In my case, I haven’t done a lot of things in this project, I worked the most when the                   

they were here in Spain and we were there in Sweden, but sometimes I felt like a bit                  

upset with this project, because it hadn’t a good organization, also some things were              

confusing and I think that this is a very difficult project for people who doesn’t studies                

economics. 

 

In the project I didn’t have the initiative sense, because first of all I had no idea how                  

to start or develop the topic of the project, because I don’t study economics and I’m                

really bad in that kind of things. Also because this was Alex’s “Treball de Recerca”               

and I thought it was a better option to let him lead the work group. 

 

In general, I would rate my personal work in the project with a 5, because even I                 

haven’t worked the hardest, I did everything that they told me to do, and I tried to did                  

It the best I could. 
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Àlex Morales 

As soon as this is my Research Project, when we returned to Spain I talkled with my                 

partners and I decided I was going to carry on with a big part of the project, because                  

we saw that the Sweds were not so implicate in the project and this is important for                 

me.  

 

Then, my work have been the essential in this work because I did practically all, in                

exception of the “ideas”. My sense of initiative have been high but in some way I                

understand if this initiative in other people have not been the adecuate, because this              

is not a course for doing this project, maybe “primer de batxillerat” or in the “ESO”. 

 

My personal work I think was unbeatable. I’m so proud of what I did. 
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